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Do you have any books that are like The Hunger Games? 
 

 Matched by Allie Condie 

The first title of a trilogy. Cassia falls in love with someone other than the boy whom 

'the Society' deems to be her perfect 'match' which causes her to start to question all 

that she has known before...  

 

 The Maze Runner by James Dashner 

A boy suffering from amnesia finds himself in an encampment surrounded by wall where 

half robot creatures hunt the people that live there. 

 

 Wither by Lauren DeStefano 

In a future world where women die at the age of 20, 16-year-old Ellery is kidnapped and 

married to a man whose wife is about to die. 

 

 Dark Parties by Sara Grant 

A teenager seeks the truth about the oppressive socitey in which she lives. Sixteen-

year-old Neva plots to escape her world, where everyone looks the same and no one is 

allowed to leave, in this compelling thriller about identity, trust and freedom. NOTE: 

Contains violence, strong language and sex scenes (not explicit). 

 

http://petranet.co.uk/do_search.pl?functype=search&type0=3&value0=DeStefano%2c%20Lauren&start=1&count=10
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 Momentum by Sachi Lloyd 

Two teenagers are drawn together in a future where the world is at war over energy, 

and London is governed by a cruel military regime. 

NOTE: Contains violence and suggestions of torture. 

 

 Birthmarked by Caragh O’Brien 

Set in a future where the world has been ravaged by global warming, babies are 

produced to be raised by the fortunate few who live in the safe "Enclave". Each month 

the people outside the wall must deliver a quota of babies to the Enclave, to be raised by 

parents within and brainwashed to forget about the world outside. NOTE: Contains 

scenes of death during child birth. 

 

 Delirium by Lauren Oliver 

In a world where love has been eradicated by science, Lena tries to escape her "cure" 

when she turns eighteen, after she falls in love with Alex. Scientists are able to 

eradicate love, and the government demands that all citizens receive the cure upon 

turning eighteen.  

 

Starter by Lissa Price 

Set in a future where teenagers can rent their bodies to people who want to be youthful 

again, a girl finds her body being used to commit a murder. 

NOTE: Contains violence and mild swearing. 
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Under the Never Sky by Veronica Rossi 

Living in an enclosed dome which protects her from a post-apocalyptic wasteland, Aria 

ventures outside of her enclosed world to search for her missing mother. Then Aria 

meets an outsider named Perry. He's searching for someone too. He's also wild - a 

savage - but might be her best hope for staying alive. If they can survive, they are each 

other's best hope for finding answers. 

 

 Divergent by Veronica Roth 

When Tris is asked to choose her path in society, she goes against her family's faction 

and discovers that the perfect society she lives in isn't as it seems. NOTE: Contains 

strong language and lots of scenes of dangerous behaviour. It's very violent, with one 

particularly unpleasant scene where a boy has a knife stuck in his eye while he is asleep 

by a rival. 

(Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 2012) 

 

 Inside Out by Maria V Snyder  

A girl starts a revolution in a society where the majority of people are considered 

underclass and working for a chosen minority. NOTE: Contains mild swearing, violence 

and scenes of torture. 
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 Slated by Teri Terry 

A girl whose memory has been wiped blank searches for the truth about her past which 

is being kept hidden from her. Sixteen-year-old Kyla has been 'slated': all of her past 

memories erased, her entire personality wiped blank. Without her memories, how will 

Kyla ever find the truth?  

 

 Blood Red Road by Moira Young 

Set in a violent future world, Saba sets out on an epic quest to rescue her brother. In a 

lawless land, where life is cheap and survival is hard, Saba has been brought up in 

isolated Silverlake. She never sees the dangers of the destructive society outside until 

now. NOTE: Contains some extremely violent scenes and moderate swearing. 

(Winner of the Costa Children's Book Award 2011 & Branford Boase longlist 2012) 

 
 

 All These Things I’ve Done by Gabrielle Zevin 

A 16 year old girl who has been accused of attempted murder is forced to choose 

between protecting her family and being with the boy she loves. NOTE: Contains some 

swearing, violence and an attempted rape. 


